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LONDON: British supermarket group
Sainsbury’s said yesterday it  had
clinched a £1.4-billion takeover of
Home Retail Group, owner of cata-
logue chain Argos. The cash-and-stock
offer, worth the equivalent of $2.0 bil-
lion or 1.8 billion euros, is aimed at
creating a “multi-product, multi-chan-
nel” business, the pair said in a joint
statement. Argos sells household
items, including televisions, furniture
and gardening tools. 

“The boards of Sainsbury’s and
Home Retail Group plc are pleased to
announce that following further dis-
cussions,  the Home Retail  Group
directors now intend unanimously to
recommend the acquisition,” the
statement said. Sainsbury’s will pay
0.321 new shares and 55p per share in
cash to buy Argos, in a deal which
gives Home Retail Group shareholders
12 percent of the combined business.
The deal was expected to complete in

the third quarter of this year, subject
to regulatory and shareholder
approvals.

“The combined business will offer a
multi-product, multi-channel proposi-
tion, with fast delivery networks,
which we believe will be very attrac-
tive to customers and which will cre-
ate value to both sets of sharehold-
ers,” added Sainsbury’s chairman
David Tyler on Friday.  The sale of
HRG’s home improvements and gar-

dening chain Homebase to Australian
business Wesfarmers is a condition of
the deal going through. South African
household goods group Steinhoff
decided last month to walk away from
the bidding process for Home Retail
Group, clearing the way for
Sainsbury’s. At the same time, French
household goods group Conforama-
which is majority-owned by Steinhoff-
agreed a deal to buy electricals retail-
er Darty. — AFP 

Sainsbury’s buys catalogue chain Argos for £1.4 billion

TOKYO: Business sentiment among Japan’s
big manufacturers deteriorated to the lowest
in nearly three years and is expected to wors-
en in the coming quarter, a closely watched
central bank survey showed yesterday,
heightening pressure on Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe and the Bank of Japan to do
more to shore up the ailing economy. Big
firms also plan to cut capital expenditure
plans in the current fiscal year, underscoring
the challenges the BOJ faces in aggressively
printing money to nudge risk-shy companies
into boosting spending.

To keep the economy afloat, Abe may
have to delay yet again a sales tax hike
scheduled for next year. The weak reading
will also keep the BOJ under pressure to
loosen monetary policy further when it
reviews its quarterly forecasts later this
month, some analysts say. “This data con-
firmed the very cautious stance of Japanese
firms reflecting the market volatility since
January. There’s no signs of corporate senti-
ment bottoming in coming months,” said
Mari Iwashita, chief market economist at
SMBC Friend Securities. “There’s more than a
50 percent chance the BOJ will consider eas-
ing policy further this month.”

The headline index gauging big manufac-
turers’ sentiment stood at plus 6 in March,

half the level seen three months ago and
worse than a median market forecast of plus
8, the survey showed. It was the lowest read-
ing since June 2013, as exporters felt the
pinch from sluggish emerging market
demand and yen rises that erode their com-
petitive advantage overseas. Big non-manu-
facturers’ sentiment dropped to plus 22 from
plus 25 three months ago, deteriorating for
the first time in six quarters, as spending by
overseas visitors moderated.

Sentiment soured for manufacturers and
non-manufacturers big and small for the first
time since June 2014, when Japan was reel-
ing from the blow of a sales tax hike in April
of that year. Both big manufacturers and
non-manufacturers expect sentiment to
worsen in the coming three months, under-
scoring companies’ concern over the murky
global economic outlook. “The slowdown in
emerging economies, particularly that of
China, has affected business sentiment. The
impact was big for big manufacturers with
direct exposure to global economic condi-
tions,” a BOJ official told reporters in a brief-
ing.

The yen’s rise is also expected to hurt
profits. Big manufacturers based their busi-
ness plans on the assumption the dollar
would average 117.46 yen in the current fis-

cal year, higher than recent levels around 112
yen, suggesting that corporate profits could
be revised down ahead. In a sign uncertainty
over the global outlook is hurting compa-
nies’ spending plans, big firms plan to cut
capital expenditure by 0.9 percent for the
current fiscal year from year-before levels.
Japan’s economy shrank in October-
December due to weak exports and con-
sumption. Many analysts now expect it to
have contracted again in January-March,
which would put the country back into reces-
sion, commonly defined as two straight
quarters of negative growth.

The gloomy survey will add pressure on
the BOJ to do more to prop up growth,
though many central bankers are reluctant to
ease again soon with financial institutions
still struggling to digest the impact of
January’s controversial decision to adopt
negative interest rates. The tankan showed
financial institutions’ sentiment deteriorating
sharply in March, most likely due to the pain
they are feeling from negative rates and
dwindling profit margins. The government,
for its part, is already considering compiling a
fresh fiscal stimulus package and delaying
next year’s sales tax hike to prevent external
factors from disrupting a fragile economic
recovery. — Reuters

Japan business mood sours to 3-year 
low, adds to doubt over ‘Abenomics’

Big firms’ FY2016 capex seen down 0.9%

First day on the job for
Japan’s nervous recruits

TOKYO: Hundreds of thousands of Japanese started their
first day on the job yesterday in an annual ritual born
from the country’s fast-disappearing jobs-for-life work
culture. More than 500 recruits pumped their fists in the
air and shouted “yacchae, Nissan” (“go for it, Nissan”) at
the automaker’s welcoming ceremony, while Japan
Airlines’ new hires-clad in black suits and spotless white
shirts-tossed paper aeroplanes inside a giant hangar.
April 1 is the start of Japan’s fiscal year, a day when new
hires-some awkwardly struggling to get comfortable in
formal attire-fan out across Tokyo and other major cities
to report for their first day of work.

Missing the big day, known as “shinsotsu ikkatsu
saiyo” in Japanese, can prove difficult for procrastinators,
who often struggle to find jobs after leaving university.
Companies visit campuses to get their hands on cream-
of-the-crop students before they finish their studies.
Among them was Risa Tsunematsu, who admitted she is
slightly wary about making the jump from university to
the corridors of a big bank. “I’m nervous. It’s a new start
after university life,” the 22-year-old said.

Ryohei Wasada worried the new job would take up a
lot of  his  t ime compared to university,  which he
described as the “summer holiday” of his life. “Student life
in Japan is really fun. There is no way that my working life
will be more fun than that,” said the 22-year-old, who is
joining the sales department of a kitchen and bathroom
supply maker. Over at the Bank of Japan, governor
Haruhiko Kuroda tried to ease the nerves of more than
150 aspiring central bankers. “I’ve been a working adult
for about 50 years, but my career at the Bank of Japan is
just three years old so I’m only a bit more senior than all
of you,” the 71-year-old central bank chief said.

‘It’s all a process’
Some 910,000 people started new jobs countrywide

on Friday, although not all are fresh university graduates,
according to Kyodo News agency. Japan’s post-war work-
ing culture has long been dominated by the popular
image of selfless employees devoting themselves to the
company, working punishing hours to secure the nation’s
future and accepting they will be moulded in line with
the firm’s corporate culture.  “It’s a very important prac-
tice that is seen as the right way to transition from educa-
tion to work,” said Yuki Honda, a Tokyo University profes-
sor who specializes in youth employment. During Japan’s
post-war expansion, “the demand for labour was huge so
corporate Japan wanted employees to join firms right
after graduation”, she added. But as the once-soaring
economy soured in recent decades, part-time and con-
tract work has become much more common for a
younger generation of workers. These days, many frus-
trated new hires leave their first job within a few years
and some critics, including Honda, say the hiring-all-at-
once ritual puts unhealthy pressure on students to find
employment before graduating. Japanese tend to view it
as “abnormal” not to transition right away from school to
a job, Honda said. But Aiko Shigeta, a 21-year-old interna-
tional affairs graduate at Temple University, thinks the
hiring process creates a sense of unity. “The majority of
the students are guaranteed a job at the end,” she said.
“In Europe and the United States, you are on your own
and have to try to find a job yourself. Here in Japan it’s all
a process.”— AFP 


